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Why Recruit People with ID/ASD for Volunteer Opportunities:
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#PBSE�3FUSFBU������ Pat Quinn; Fred Lokuta; 
Sara Wolff; Carol Chisdak; Don Broderick. 

Jeanne Lally

Although people with developmental 
disabilities, their advocates and 
our society have made great 
advancements, there are still barriers.  
Barriers that preclude some of those 
with ID (Intellectual Disability)/
ASD (Autism Spectrum Disorder) 
from fully participating in their 
communities are misunderstandings 
and stereotypic thinking. There are 
those that see limitations alone and 
miss the wealth of skills, abilities and 
some more elusive attributes like 
personal charm or an aura of joy and 
love. Who doesn’t want to be around 
that??? There are those who think 
these people have little or nothing 
to offer. We know that is far from 
true but how do we change cultural 
thinking? Well, through education 
and example, of course. Despite the 
evidence, people with ID/ASD are 
underutilized as volunteers and they 
have so much to offer!

Organizations, project coordinators, 
and volunteer directors may simply 
overlook this population. Some 
people are uncomfortable around 
people with ID/ASD. Maybe they 
never met a person with ID/ASD and 
do not understand that they want 
the same things we all want. They 
want to enjoy a sense of belonging; 
they want meaningful relationships, 
respect and equal rights and 
opportunities. People with ID/ASD 

are an integral part of our diverse 
society and should be treated as such.

It may be challenging to recruit these 
volunteers; it might be challenging 
to construct appropriate tasks; it 
might even be a task to learn how 
to interact and support these folks 
but it will be worth it. The truth 
is, people with ID/ASD have many 
valuable talents. Plus, they generally 
have a team of professionals that 
help support them. The everyday 
lives of these folks are mapped out 
in their Individual Service plans (ISP). 
The person and their support team, 
friends, family and provider agencies 
use this document to guide his/
her life. Many identify volunteering, 
working, making friends, accessing 

community as personal goals. Some 
studies indicate that about 70% of 
gainful employment comes from our 
personal relationships. Volunteerism 
is an excellent way to foster new 

(Continued on page 3)



I recently attended The Arc Holiday 
Party at Fiorelli’s and what a great 
time was had by all!  Looking out at 
the 200 smiling faces, it reminded 
me of our last board meeting when 
one of our long time board members 
mentioned to the group that each of 

them should attend this event at least once.  “You will 
never forget it and remember that this is why we are 
here and committed to The Arc”.  

He couldn’t have said it better.  That is why we are 
all here, doing the work we do.  Congratulations to 
Mari and her recreation staff who put on this fantastic, 
annual event.  

Exec’s Corner If you haven’t been, plan to go next year and I 
guarantee that you will never forget it and, as one dad 
said to me, “This party ‘makes’ my holiday season”.  

Also at the party, we honored Mr. Steve Arnone for 
his 38 years of service as County Administrator of the 
Lackawanna and Susquehanna County Intellectual 
Disabilities, Behavioral Health & Early Intervention 
Program.  Steve has announced his retirement at the 
end of December.  We wish him all the best in this next 
chapter of his life.  (Enjoy that Corvette!)

May each and every one of you have the best holiday 
season ever!

    Respectfully,
    Don Broderick
    Executive Director

I’m hoping one and all had a great 
Thanksgiving...this time of year brings 
one holiday after another!  Before we 
know it, 2013 will be ending and we 
will be welcoming in the new year. 
(and forgetting to put 2014 on dated 
materials…)  

Many activities are happening at The 
Arc and I would like to highlight a few:

The poinsettias were beautiful once again and the orders 
were plentiful.  I would like to thank several people who 
took the time to sell our poinsettias at their place of 
business.  We can’t thank you enough for your kindness 
and generosity.  

Also, the cookie walk was a delicious success and we 
WANT�TO�THANK�EVERYONE�WHO�PARTICIPATED���4HE�RAFmE�
prizes were gorgeous and so were the scarves  and 
boxwood trees which were all donated by the ladies of 
the Auxiliary.  

Exciting News… 

The Arc’s Day Program was “rockin’ around the 
Christmas tree” on Friday (12/13) afternoon.  “A 
Christmas Extravaganza” featured the many talents of 
our Day program participants and a good time was had 
by all!  Everyone really looks forward to this very special 
program.

Membership…

As we approach the end of the year, please do not 
forget about membership.  Final reports are due by the 
end of December.  If you are unsure as to whether you 
are a member, please do not hesitate to contact Eileen 

1SFTJEFOU�T�.FTTBHF
at The Arc and she will be happy to help you sign up.  
Your renewals are vital to our organization.  As you 
know, the more members we have the more votes we 
have when it comes to legislative issues affecting the 
folks we serve.

Foundation Year End Request…

As you consider charitable giving for this holiday 
season, we ask that you remember The Arc of NEPA 
Foundation.  This year we have a very special year end 
request.  A number of our parents, board members, 
staff and interested parties have asked us to review 
our security hardware and procedures at our Meadow 
Avenue, Robinson Park and residential sites in light of 
the well-publicized incidents that have occurred across 
our country.  The Arc of Northeastern Pennsylvania is 
dedicated to providing a safe, secure and protected 
environment to the men, women and children who 
participate in Arc sponsored programs and services.  
Your generous contribution would help with this 
project.

EXCITING NEWS!!   The Arc will be having the Night at 
the Races again.  Eileen and the Auxiliary are working 
toward having this fun event in April or May.   This 
has been such a successful fundraiser and as a bonus 
everyone had such a great time!  We’ll be looking 
forward to more news on the dates.

In the midst of the holiday season we must take time to 
count our blessings and be grateful for even the smallest 
blessings.   HAPPY HOLIDAYS to you and all your 
families and extended families!!

   Sincerely,  
   Carol Chisdak, President



#FOFmUT�BOE�#BSSJFST
(Continued from page 1)

relationships, develop marketable 
job skills, social skills, access 
“for”community and do something 
meaningful. For someone who 
is usually cared “for,” it is a 
wonderful esteem boost to make 
a personal contribution. We all 
want to feel needed and important. 
Volunteering is associated with 
respect, an elevated status. Why 
not try to make this opportunity 
available for a person with ID/ASD?

Intellectual Disability is a mental 
impairment which occurs before 
the age of 22. The Dx (diagnosis) 
also includes limitations in 3 of the 
following: self-care, self-direction, 
mobility, learning, receptive/
expressive language, independent 
LIVING�AND�ECONOMIC�SELF�SUFlCIENCY��

Individuals with Autism Spectrum 
Disorder have a developmental 
delay characterized by 
COMMUNICATION�DIFlCULTIES��SOCIAL�
SKILL�DElCITS��STEREOTYPIC�BEHAVIORS�
and often sensory issues. However, 
they often have very intense 
interests in certain topics or items.  
They will engage with and focus 
on their preferred interests whole 
HEARTEDLY��4HEREFORE��lNDING�A�
volunteer match around that 
subject of interest would get 
you an enthusiastic and devoted 
volunteer. For example, if a person 
on the spectrum found maps an 
interest, how would they feel about 
volunteering in a visitor’s center? 
0ROBABLY�PRETTY�TERRIlCÐ

On a cautionary note, be aware 
of coercion and exploitation of 
volunteers. It wasn’t that long ago 
that people with disabilities worked 
without pay. 

Making use of these volunteers 
WILL�BENElT�AN�ORGANIZATION��)T�
shows the public acceptance of 
diversity and promotes creativity 
and tolerance. Recognizing this 
talented group will also lower 

turnover and show 
a more welcoming 
atmosphere.

As indicated, 
lNDING�THE�RIGHT�
match is critical and 
constructing the 
tasks might take 
some more time. 
The task description 
must be clear 
and realistic. The 
volunteer will need 
an orientation and 
training. The person 
MAY�HAVE�DIFlCULTY�
with cognitive skills 
such as reading, 
writing, memory, 
organization and 
time management. 
4HEY�MAY�HAVE�SOME�MOTOR�DElCITS�
that might limit computer use, 
grasping and handling objects and 
accessing the work space. They 
may require emotional support and 
instruction about interactions with 
co-workers. A personal plan would 
BE�BENElCIAL��4HIS�WAY�THE�TASK��
components, and all considerations 
can be spelled out and available.

Just some examples of successful 
volunteer opportunities are with the 
Salvation Army, Red Cross, animal 
shelters, nursing homes, community 
clean ups, mural painting, cleaning 
UP�GRAFlTI��HELPING�THE�ELDERLY��
raking leaves, day cares, assisting 
the physically disabled, mailings, 
sorting, packing and stacking.  Once 
THE�MATCH�IS�A�lT��THE�PERSON�MAY�
require more frequent supervision 
and some extended learning 
time.  The trainer should be 
knowledgeable, skilled and sensitive. 
4HEY�MAY�NEED�A�mEXIBLE�SCHEDULE��
Remember; folks with ID/ASD might 
have access to agency support staff 
to facilitate their success with the 
volunteer experience.

Be sure all personnel get to know 
the volunteer. Consider “diversity 

training” for your staff and all new 
hires. Don’t be afraid to ask about the 
individuals needs.  Offer assistance 
when needed but don’t to the task for 
them. Praise often. Don’t worry about 
making a mistake. We are all people 
lRST�AND�KEEP�AN�OPEN�MIND��-OST�
people with DD are quite loveable 
and spontaneous. Boundaries may 
need to be established.

Volunteerism by persons with DD can 
be a wonderful experience for the 
individual, the organization and the 
community at large. Volunteerism 
may mean much more to these 
folks than you can imagination. 
Their lives may be built around a 
group of paid professionals without 
so much real, naturally occurring 
relationships. Imagine making that 
happen for someone a little less 
fortunate. This is also a natural way 
for community members to get to 
know some great people with DD 
and further dispel faulty thinking 
and stereotypic thinking. It is win-
win. Doing something for others is 
doing something meaningful and 
contributing to our community. The 
best reason to engage people with 
DD as volunteers…It’s the right thing 
to do!



Boy Scouts

�����2VBMJUZ�0VUDPNF
Earlier this year, the guys and I were 
having a discussion about what 
they would like to do for a Quality 
Outcome in 2013.  Jerry responded 
quickly and said, “I would like to vol-
unteer at St. Francis’ Kitchen”.  Chris 
immediately responded that he wants 
to do volunteer work also.  Since 
April, Jerry and Chris have gone to St. 
Francis’ Kitchen to volunteer one or 
two Saturday mornings each month.  

Their job consists of washing tables 
and chairs in the dining area.  When 
THEY�lNISH�THAT�JOB��THEY�HAND�OUT�
goodie bags to everyone as they 
leave.  I’m so proud of the guys for 

coming up with this idea.  They leave 
there feeling wonderful knowing they 
are doing something good for those 
less fortunate.

Submitted by: Dottie Nelson



'SJFOET�PG�UIF�"SD�"VYJMJBSZ
GREETINGS from the Friends of the 
Arc Auxiliary. It is that time of year 
when everyone on the Auxiliary Board 
is anxiously awaiting our next project. 
Needless to say, they are very creative 
and talented women and fun to be with. 
4HE�COOKIE�WALK��RAFmE��POINSETTIAS�WHICH�
were held on the day of the Christmas 
show were all hugely successful!  We 
are pleased with the funds raised to 
support our Education program.  Our 
Education committee has been very 
busy scheduling many schools for our 
program of educating 3rd graders about 
intellectual & developmental disabilities, 
which has been a great accomplishment! 
Thank you to everyone who have given 
this program many hours of hard work. 
Looking forward to our Calendar of 
events for 2014, welcoming back our 
Night at the Races program.  We are 
thrilled to be making plans for a Spring 
fund raiser.  Many other plans are in the 
works as well:  our ice cream social for the 
consumers, membership mixer, speakers, 
educating our local schools about Autism, 
4EA�FASHION�SHOW�IN�THE�FALL��mOWER�SALES�
spring and winter, gifts for the consumers, 
and wish lists for the Day programs. So 
as you can see, our lovely ladies are very 
BUSY�FULLlLLING�THE�NEEDS�AND�CONTINUING�
their support for the on-going efforts 
of The Arc of NEPA. Thank You for a 
wonderful 2013 rewarding year.                                                                                                       

Respectfully, 
Eileen Williams

President of the Friends of the Arc Auxiliary

4PNF�)JHIMJHIUT�PG�UIF�&MFHBOU�5FB�BU�;BDIBSFMMJT�(BSEFOT

Seated: Betty Whitney; Claire Maldonato; Eileen Williams; Sara Wolff; Nancy Crafferty; MaryCarol Kanton. Standing:  Jeanne Gardier; 
Mary Murphy Fox; Eileen Rempe; Corolla Sawka; Michele McDade; Carol Burke; Betty Moreken; Betsy Youngblood; Ann Hoffman.



-FBWF�B�-FHBDZ�o�&TUBUF�(JWJOH�1SPHSBN
Remembering…
The Arc’s founding parents, 
concerned community members and 
friends have passed on a legacy of 
commitment to a new generation.  
Today, we seek to sustain this legacy.

Building…
Looking toward tomorrow may often 
be intimidating, but at The Arc we 
continue the mission and grow with 
the needs of the children and adults 
we serve.

Leaving a Legacy…
By giving a gift to The Arc, you are 
ensuring a bright future for the 
people served in our programs.  
Estate giving allows for a variety 
of ways for individuals to choose 
the support most appropriate for 
planning their legacy:  Outright cash 
gifts, designated life insurance policy, 
bequests, real estate.

We appreciate your kindness you 
show on an annual basis.  As we 
move forward today and throughout 

the year, we also need to be 
remembered as we go into the 
future.  With your generosity, we 
can continue offering the services to 
the individuals who need them.  If 
you would like to explore a method 
of giving that is right for you, please 
feel free to contact us and we will 
be happy to meet with you.  For 
SPECIlC�lNANCIAL�OR�LEGAL�ADVICE��
please consult with an attorney or 
lNANCIAL�PLANNER�

Celebrating birthdays, 
anniversaries, special events are 
all beautiful moments 
to be honored and cherished.  
Remembering your loved ones, 
friends, neighbors, co-workers 
is a wonderful way to let them 
know how much you care 
and that you are thinking of 
them.  We can help relay those 
messages for you.  

When you send The Arc a 
donation along with the name 
of the person(s) being honored, 
we will send a pre-printed card 
to the honorees, letting them 
know that a donation was made 
in their name and who sent the 
gift.  It’s a great way to say, “I 
#AREv�AND�BENElT�4HE�!RCÐ��

We also have a Memorial 
Program which sends your 
sympathy and condolences 
when a loved one passes away.  
We are here to assist you in 
making your wishes known.

Upcoming Events
Please Mark Your Calendars!

Embark on the ultimate sightseeing vacation with all your favorite Disney 
characters in Disney On Ice presents Passport to Adventure. Join Mickey, Min-
nie, Donald, Goofy and Daisy on a journey to the magical worlds of Disney’s 
The Lion King, The Little Mermaid, Peter Pan and Lilo & Stitch. You’ll explore 
the Pride Lands with Simba, Timon and Pumbaa; voyage under the sea with 
Ariel and all her aquatic friends; tour London with Peter Pan and Wendy, be-
FORE�mYING�TO�.EVER�,AND��AND�TRAVEL�TO�(AWAII�TO�VISIT�,ILO�AND�3TITCH��5PBEAT�
music, lovable characters and exciting destinations make Disney On Ice pres-
ents Passport to Adventure a vacation you’ll never forget.
 

When: Sunday, January 19, 2014
Where: Mohegan Sun Arena, Wilkes-Barre 
Time: 1:00pm
Cost: $26.00

 
Please call Mari for more information 
570-207-0825

February 9, 2014
“Jersey Boys” at Scranton Cultural Center 

April 13, 2014
“Cirque Dreams” at Scranton Cultural Center



,OJHIUT�PG�$PMVNCVT

The Knights of Columbus 
Appreciation Dinner was held on 
November 22nd at the Waldorf Park 
3OCIAL�#LUB���4HESE�lNE�GENTLEMEN�
help The Arc raise around $10,000 
A�YEAR���4HEY�HAVE�THE�-EASURE�5P�

Campaign and Arc-Knight.  Their 
dedication to our organization for 
over 30 years is outstanding. We think 
they are a wonderful group and are 
very pleased with all the support from 
Lackawanna and Monroe Counties.

Seated:  George Schneider, Dave Cimina, Roger Getts, Tony Spataro. Standing:  Mark McDade, 
Richard Kovaleski, Francisco Morales, Charlie Vagnarelli, Don Broderick, Paul Vilgos.

1/$�'PVOEBUJPO 
Recently, The Arc-NEPA received a 
grant from the PNC Foundation in 
the amount of $7,980 in support of 
a Community Residential Program 
bathroom remodel.

The Arc-NEPA enhances the quality 
of life and provides essential 
services for individuals with 
IDD. The Arc has endeavored to 
provide the best possible living 
arrangement with the resources we 
are given.  Agency wide budget 
CUTS��IN�THE�PREVIOUS�TWO�lSCAL�
years, have made the availability 
of funds for capital projects 
severely limited.  We count on the 
generosity of the community.

Pictured: seated - Andrew Warner, 
Chris McLean. Standing - Peter 
Danchak, Don Broderick.

The Arc Vehicle Donation Program 
accepts all cars, trucks, motorcycles, 
RVs, regardless of the condition of 
the vehicles.  Towing is free to the 
donor.  If you want to donate your 
vehicle, please click on the link on 
The Arc’s website www.thearcnepa.
org or call 1-877-272-2270.  All 
you will need to do is provide the 
year, make and model of a vehicle, 
the general condition, the vehicle 
IDENTIlCATION�NUMBER�AND�THE�TITLE�OF�

the vehicle of 
the must be 
available for 
information 

purposes when 
calling.  All vehicles 
that are donated to our 
program must have a 

clean title.  Please indicate The Arc 
of Northeastern Pennsylvania as the 
chapter to receive the proceeds of 
the sale of the vehicle.  

Donating is easy!  

It may be tax-deductible.

Donate Your 
Vehicle

An Easy Way to Turn 
Cars into Cash for Charity
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VISIT US AT:
www.thearcnepa.org
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Sign
     Up!


